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Introduction
Neural networks (MVs) have been studied for many years with the hope
of achieving human-like perfonnance in solving certain problems in
speech and image processing. There has been a recent resurgence in
the field of NNs due to the introduction of new network topologies,
training algorithms and VLSI implementation techniques. The potential
benefits of NNs such as parallel distributed processing, high
computation rates, fault tolerance, and adaptive capability have lured
researchers from other fields such as controls, robotics, energy systems
to seek NN solutions to their complicated problems.
Artificial Neural Networks are a method of synthesizing a mapping
between input and output variables by learning a set of arc weights and
node thresholds of a connectionist model based on training examples.
They have been developed in a wide variety of configurations with some
common underlying characteristics. They all attempt to achieve good
perfonnance through massive interconnection of simple computational
elements (1-5).

An artificial neural network can be defined as a loosely connected array
of elementary processors o r neurons. Algorithms are then crafted
about this architecture.
Neurons a n linked with interconnects
analogous to the biological synapse. This highly connected array of
elementary processors defines the system hardware. Commonly used
neural networks, such as the layered perceptron, are said to be trained
rather than programmed in the conventional sense.
Computationally, neural networks have the advantage of massive
parallelism and are not restricted in speed by the von Neumann bottle
neck characteristic of conventional computation. Neural networks, in
most cases, are significantly fault tolerant.
At this writing, the layered pemptron is receiving the most attention as
a viable candidate for application to power systems. The layered
pemptron is taught by example, as opposed, for example, to an expert
system, which is taught by rules. The preponderance of data typically
available from the power industry, coupled with the ability of the
layered perceptron to learn significantly nonlinear relationships, reveals
it as a viable candidate in the available plethora of solutions for solving
significant power systems engineering problems.
Hopfield neural networks have also been proposed for application to
combinatonal search problems in the power industry. In Hopfield nets,
each neuron is connected to every other neuron, The state of each
neuron is determined by the state and interconnects weights of the
other neurons. The state of one neuron may change, thereby changing
another, etc., until the network reaches a steady state.
There exist problems with Hopfield neural networks. Their capacity
has shown to incrtase less than linearly with the number of neurons.
The number of false stable states has been shown to increase greater
than linearly with the number of neurons. This, despite the fact the

required number of interconnects grows as the square of the number of
neurons.

The Layered Perceptron
Neural networks have been found to be effective systems for learning
functional mapping from a body of examples. This is done by adjusting
arc weights and node thresholds of a set of intemmnccted neurons
according t o a spedic learning ~ l e The
.
high degree of connectivity
b r i n g about desirable properties such as generalization, fault tolerance
and noise rejection that are useful in any model.
Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)is a specific neural network architecture
where sets of neurons are arranged in layers. The input and output
layem surround hidden layers. Activation signals of neurons in one layer
are transmitted to the next layer through a set of l i n k that either
attenuate o r amplify the signals based on the respective weights [I-51.
The layered p e m p t r o n operates in two modes: training and testing. In
the training mode, a set of representative fraining &mis used to adjust
the weights of the network interconnects. Once these weights have
been determined, the neural network is said to be trained In the test
m dater. The
mode, the trained neural network is activated by t
response of the layered perceptron should then be representative of the
data by which it was trained. Typically, the test and training data are
different sets. However, it should be kept in mind that training a neural
network to respond to the same data on which it is trained is not
learning, but is, rather, memorization.
A layered p e m p t r o n can be used as either a classif~eror a regression

machine. As a classifier, the layered pemptron catagorizcs the input
into two o r more categories. In power system security assessment, for
example, the trained perceptron will categorized the system as either
secure o r insecure in accordance to the current system states [6,7j.For
regression applications, the output of the layered pemptron takes a
continuous value. Electric load forecasting is an example of regression
application [&11].

Learning algorithms
A neural network can be treated, from the training sense, as a model
with unknown parameters. The existing technologies of parameter
identification can be utilized in the learning process. The only
modification that might be employed is to tune the identification
algorithm to allow for speedy training.
Most of the parameter identification algorithms require a cost index as
a measure of the accuracy of model being identified. For neural
network, the cost index is usually a least squares' function that
represents the accumulated difference between the derirrd response
and the NN output.

Once the cost index is defined, a convergence algorithm can be utilized.
The back error propagation technique, which is the most common
method, is a derivative of the steepest descent method. This is probably
why training a neural network is very fast in the beginning and slow
when the cost index is small. Other training algorithms proposed in the
literature include the conjugate gradient descent, random search and
adaptive learning [123.

Supervised versus unsupervised learning
The layered pemptron is trained using supenrised learning. The
pemptron is told of the desired output for each input pattern.
UnsupeIvised lemning, on the other hand, does not require knowledge
of the output: The classifier, rather, looks for similarity of structure in
input patterns and groups them accordingly. The most visible of neural
network's paradigms using unsupervised learning is adapave resonance
training that exists in various forms [3]. In general, a classifier will train
better when supeMised than when not. Unsupervised learning, on the
other hand, can be the only available option in some scenarios.

Learning versus m e m o r i z a t i o n
There is a difference between training and memorization [8]. A trained
classifier or regression machine can respond with confidence to a
pattern that it has not seen before. The ability to properly classify data
that has not been seen before is referred to as generalization.
Memorization, on the other hand, guarantees that, when presented with
a specific element in the training data set, the classifier will rcspond in
exactly the same manner that it was trained. In the case of
memorization, the response to data other than training data is not
considered in the paradigm.
The ability to interpolate among the training data does not necessarily
imply good generalization. A properly trained classifier or regression
machine should respond with the same error to training data as to test
data. This is a necessary not sufficient condition. If the error from the
test data is much higher than that from the training data, then, chances
are, the neural system is over determined. In other words, the degrees
of freedom in the classifier or regression machine is too high.

Determining t h e best net s i z e
The degree of freedom of the neural network, equal to the number of
interconnects and therefore proportional to the number of hidden
neurons, must be matched, in some sense, to the complexity of the
classification boundary.
Cumntly, in the absence of parametric guidance, the only proposed
method of determining the best number of hidden neurons is by
comparative cnw validation among two or more neural networks.
Moving from a small number of hidden neurons to a large number must
decrease the overall probability of error while maintaining an
equivalent error performance for the test and training data. When the
pemptron's performance on training data begins to lag, the process of
memorization may have started.

Problems with the layered perceptron
Certain problems' characteristics to the layered pemptron are
problems of the problem. The challenges would be encountered with
all classifiers or regression machines trained by example. Other
problems are +c
to the laytred pemptron such as the following.

Problems with back error propagation Although back error
propagation is the most widely used method to train multi-layer
pemptrons, it in not the only nor necessarily the best approach.
Indeed, most any algorithm that searches for a minimum can be used to
train a layend pemptron. Back propagation is attractive because it
can be performed within the neural network structure. However, the
technique has a number of limitations. For example, since the back
error propagation technique is not designed to be adaptive, all data
must be used every time the weights are updated. If a set of old data
becomes irrelevant, the NN is retrained by using the entire new data
set. Also, when new data is in conflict with old data (data
inconsistency), the effect of old data can not be removed unless the NN
is retrained without the old data. TXe importance of some data can not
be easily weighted. In addition, If the size of the NN is not adquately
selected, or the convergence criterion is not realistic, thousands of
iterations can be required to train a layend perceptmu on even a
simple problem.
Sealing: The scaling problem can be illustrated through the c u m of
~ Specifically,
~ for a problem
.
of similar partition
complexity, the required cardinality of the training data set gmws
exponentially with respect to the number of input noder

d

Dimhishedkruning ThcmoreyouIcam,thclrmdaitirtoleam.
Indeed, in the absence of data noise, additional learning taka place in a
multilayered pemptron only if new data is introduced that the neural
network improperly ciassifies. The closer the representation comes to
the concept, the smaller the chance that this happens. This is a
characteristic of least squares and steepest descent techniques.

Query and Inverted NN
In supexvised learning, each feature vector is assigned a classification
(or regression) value or values. There is usually a co6t d a t e d with
this assignment, such as the cost of performing an experiment,
computational overhead or simply time. This process is similar to
presenting to an oracle the feature vector. For a cost, the oracle will
reveal to us the proper classification or regression value associated with
that vector.
Another approach to query based learning is, in effect, to ask a partially .
trained classifier o r regression machines "What is it you don't
understand?" The response of the classifier or regression machine is
taken to the oracle for proper categorization and the result is added to
the training data set. The classifier is then further trained and the
process repeated.
How might we apply this query approach to, say, a trained layered
pemptron classifier with a single output? If the output neuron is
thresholded at one half to make the classification decision, the
representation boundary in feature vector space is the locus of all inputs
that produce an output of one half. This locus of points corresponds to
feature vectors of maximum confusion. In other words, when presented
with such a vector, the neural network is uncertain to the corresponding
classification. If there were a technique to find a number of these
points, they could be taken to the oracle to clear the confusion. The
data from the oracle could the0 be used for training data. The
pemptron can then be retrained to yield a higher accuracy. The
question is, how can the locus of confusion be generated? The answer
is through inversion of the neural network [13-151.

E x a m p l e s of Reported Applications of NN
to Power System

Neural network applications that have been proposed in the literature
up to date can be broadly categorized under three main areas:
Regression, Classification and Combinatonal Optimization. The
applications involving regression includes Transient StabilityZlB181,
Load forecasting [&11], Synchronous machine modelling [19],
Contingency scnening (20,211, Harmonic evaluation [22] and control
[23-261. Applications invoiving classification include Harmonic load
identification [27,28], Aann processing 129-311, Static security
assessment [6,32] and Dynamic security assessment (7.In the area of
combinatorial optimization, then is topological obsexvability [33-351
and capacitor control (361 Most of these, and other applications, are
also reported in the First l e d Forum on Applications of N w a l
Nenvorkr to Powa System 137. The Forum proceedings include other
promising applications such as fault diagnosis (381, protection [39,4q,
dynamic load modeling (411, power quality [42,43], training simulator
1443, unit commitment [45], economic dispatch [46] and reactin power
control [47l.
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